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Agenda

Welcome Carrington Lott, MPH – Systems for Action

Panelists   Daniel Lanford – Georgia Health Policy Center

Q&A Carrington Lott, MPH – Systems for Action



Panelists

Daniel Lanford, PhD is a senior research associate at the
Georgia Health Policy Center. His areas of expertise include health
policy analysis, research design and implementation, and network
development. Lanford works as a member of the team on the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation’s Aligning Systems for Health initiative. He
leads the work of compiling and evaluating existing research on the
alignment of public health, health care, and social service systems and
assists in the development of a research program that will add
knowledge to the field. He is also a member of the Medicaid Policy and
Business team at the GHPC, where his primary responsibility is to
support the Georgia Department of Community Health through research,
analytics, and communications. Lanford’s published research has
appeared in the Journal of Race, Ethnicity, and Politics and Sociological
Perspectives.

Contact: dlanford1@gsu.edu

mailto:dlanford1@gsu.edu
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Getting to know each other

In the chat:

If you have worked with a collaborative (broadly construed) that 
spans sectors (broadly construed)…

1. What were the sectors?



Getting to know each other

In the chat:

If you have worked with a collaborative (broadly construed) that 
spans sectors (broadly construed)…

1. What were the sectors?

2. What was a key data point for that collaboration? (can be an 
informal data point)



What to Expect

The TEAM’s origins: How that relates to your work

A Look Inside the TEAM: Getting our hands dirty

Next steps: For you, us, us together



TEAM Origins - Background

● Health spending, health outcomes, health inequality

● Re-thinking solutions, SDoH, health collaboratives

● Aligning Systems for Health; The Framework for Aligning Sectors



TEAM Origins – Aligning Systems for Health



TEAM Origins – Aligning Systems for Health

● Many people involved

● GHPC reviewed the current state

● Concurrent events – COVID; Black Lives Matter 2020

● Findings & calls from the field

o Many ideas on the table

o Different roles and needs

o The need for community leadership

o The need to challenge racism

o The need for specifics



TEAM Origins

● A structured way of thinking about health collaboratives

➢ Facilitates strategic thinking

➢Framework for Aligning Sectors

● A measurement system for reflecting on health collaboratives systematically

➢ Brings ideas together

➢ Meets different measurement and strategy needs for different people

➢ Promotes community leadership and helps challenge structural racism

➢ Gets specific

➢The TEAM



A Look Inside the TEAM:
A Toolkit for Everyone Aligning and Measuring

Base Set
• Small set of reflection questions to help determine if you are Aligning

Featured Set
• Large set of measures to help people reflect deeply on their collaborative

Group Assessment for Aligning Systems for People (GrAASP)
• Activity to help partners self-assess their collaborative as a team

Compendium
• Large searchable index of measures and tools for health collaboratives



A Look Inside the TEAM: More on Roles

Everyone, by design:
● Apply what is useful

● Learn

● Share



A Look Inside the TEAM

https://measuringaligning.org/



A Look Inside the TEAM: Related Work

● Grantees, advisors, institutional partners, community partners

● PHIL: Toolbox and survey

● PCHI: Health collaborative certification

● AIR: Equity principles for data in health collaboratives

● Much more…



Next Steps: Additional GHPC Resources

● Finance and health collaboration
o https://localwellnessfunds.org/

● COVID relief funding and health collaboration
o https://fundingnavigatorguide.org/

https://localwellnessfunds.org/
https://fundingnavigatorguide.org/


55 Park Place NE, 8th Floor
Atlanta, GA 30303

ghpc.gsu.edu

Next Steps: Feedback

Daniel Lanford, PhD

dLanford1@gsu.edu

aligning@gsu.edu

● Questions and feedback

● How to contribute

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Georgia-Health-Policy-Center/129835227091781
http://www.slideshare.net/ghpc
http://www.flickr.com/photos/66029990@N08/with/6459844899/
mailto:dLanford1@gsu.edu
mailto:aligning@gsu.edu


Questions?

www.systemsforaction.org

@Systems4Action
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